Title: Limits of Acceptable Change
Study surveys in the Northeast Reserves and Calebra Island, Puerto Rico.
OMB Control Number: 0648–xxxx.
Form Number(s): None.
Type of Request: Regular (request for a new information collection).
Number of Respondents: 4,273.
Average Hours per Response:
Commercial fishers and water operators, 30 minutes; recreational boaters and
visitors, 10 minutes.
Burden Hours: 777.
Needs and Uses: The Coral Reef Conservation Program (CRCP),
developed under the authority of the Coral Reef Conservation Act of 2000, is
responsible for programs intended to enhance the conservation of coral reefs.
We intend to use the information collected through this instrument for
conducting a characterization project utilizing a limits of acceptable change
(LAC) framework that encompasses the Puerto Rico Northeast Marine Corridor
(NMC) as a continuous management area, addressing the following subjects
across the area and within individual natural reserves to create the
information base required to promote effective management: Biophysical
conditions, social conditions, stakeholder identification, stakeholder uses and
use patterns, stakeholder knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs, and stakeholder and
resource use conflicts. The study will build on past work conducted with
stakeholders on natural resources and social indicators in the region, developing a social conditions
baseline. Social conditions will be characterized via a series of stakeholder
participation protocols, which will result in stakeholder identification, use
and use patterns, knowledge, attitudes, and belief, and use conflicts. It will
engage the four, main NMC
stakeholders: Commercial fishers; commercial water operators;
recreational boaters, and visitors. All commercial fishers and commercial
water operators in the region will be surveyed with an in-person questionnaire. Recreational boaters will
be reached by sending out an internet/ email survey questionnaire sent to all
vessel registrants. Visitors in the NMC
will be surveyed using an intercept survey administered twice a month at a
ferry location and via self-administered surveys disseminated by commercial
water operators. It is expected that these multi-pronged approaches will provide
the information necessary to complete a stakeholder characterization for the
NMC that can be applied to evaluate LAC conditions and trends.

Affected Public: Business or other for
profit organizations; individuals or
households.
Frequency: One time.
Respondent’s Obligation: Voluntary.
This information collection request may be viewed at reginfo.gov. Follow
the instructions to view Department of Commerce collections currently under
review by OMB.
Written comments and recommendations for the proposed
information collection should be sent within 30 days of publication of this
notice to OIRA Submission@ omb.eop.gov or fax to (202) 395–5806.
Sarah Brabson,
NOAA PRA Clearance Officer.
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BILLING CODE 3510–JS–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Endangered and Threatened Species;
Take of Abalone

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.

ACTION: Application for one
enhancement permit.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that
NMFS has received a permit application
request for one new enhancement
permit. The proposed work is intended
to increase knowledge of species listed
under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) and to help guide management,
conservation, and recovery efforts. The
application may be viewed online at:

DATES: Comments or requests for a
public hearing on the application must
be received at the appropriate address or
fax number (see ADDRESSES) no later
than 5 p.m. Pacific standard time on
October 26, 2018.

ADDRESSES: Written comments on the
application should be submitted to the
Protected Resources Division, NMFS,
501 West Ocean Boulevard, Suite 4200,
Long Beach, CA 90802. Comments may
also be submitted via fax to 562–980–
4027 or by email to nmsf.swr.apps@
noaa.gov (include the permit number in
the subject line of the fax or email).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Susan Wang, Long Beach, CA (ph.: 562–
980–4199, Fax: 562–980–4027, email:

additives, pigments, or other materials. Also
is included is PTFE wet raw polymer. The
chemical formula for PTFE is C2F4, and the
Chemical Abstracts Service Registry number is
9002–84–0.
PTFE further processed into micropowder,
having particle size typically ranging from 1
to 25 microns, and a melt-flow rate no less
than 0.1 gram/10 minutes, is excluded from the
scope of this investigation.
PTFE is classified in the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (HTSUS) under
subheadings 3904.61.0010 and 3904.61.0090.
Subject merchandise may also be classified
under HTSUS subheading 3904.69.5000.
Although the HTSUS subheadings and CAS
Number are provided for convenience and
Customs purposes, the written description of the
scope is dispositive.

Appendix II
List of Topics Discussed in the Issues and
Decision Memorandum
I. Summary
II. Background
III. Scope Comments
IV. Changes Since the Preliminary
Determination
V. Use of Adverse Facts Available
VI. Discussion of the Issues
Comment 1: U.S. Sales of Waste and Fines
Comment 2: U.S. Warehousing Expenses
Comment 3: CEP Offset
Comment 4: Sales and Costs Minor
Corrections
Comment 5: Cost Adjustments
Comment 6: Low-Pressure Steam
Comment 7: Power
Comment 8: Hydrogen Gas
Comment 9: Chlorine
Comment 10: Calcium Chloride
Comment 11: Exclusion of Packing Costs
and Byproduct Revenues from the COGS
Denominator
Comment 12: Loss on Sale of Raw Material
Comment 13: Certain Corrections to GPL’s
Further Manufacturing Costs Based on
Verification Findings
Comment 14: Certain Corrections to
Commerce’s Cost Verification Report
VII. Recommendation
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The Department of Commerce will
submit to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) for clearance the
following proposal for collection of
information under the provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
Chapter 35).
Agency: National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).